OLIVIA KIMBRELL PRESS WISH LIST
NONFICTION
Non-Fiction is published by two imprints. NOTE: We do not accept poetry or poetry collections.
SPECIAL INTEREST IN: Christian Lifestyle, Christian Living.
Our flagship colophon, Olivia Kimbrell Press™ is best known for
true to life, meaningful Christian fiction or nonfiction titles
intended to uplift the heart and engage the mind. For Olivia
Kimbrell Press™ we are especially interested in apologetic or
well sourced exegetical theological explorations, especially as
they may directly or indirectly pertain to the Creation or the book of Genesis as a whole. We will also
entertain publication of more serious meditations targeting brokenness, such as addiction and recovery
(pornography, gambling, alcohol, drugs), sexual abuse and recovery, or similar themes. Non-fiction
factual accounts of spiritual warfare fought and won are of interest. The intent is to have an impact on
secular culture. Examples are Scourge, No Higher Call, and Brave Rifles all by Bradford Smith. A Stand for
Truth by John Michael. etc.
House of Bread Books™ is an imprint specializing in Biblical
and/or traditional foods, clean foods, fasting, the feasts, and
recipes presented in an educational and entertaining way.
House of Bread Books™ submissions will have an emphasis on
food, particularly as it applies to healthy nutritious
information in the form of cookbooks or informational books that deal with whole food, real food,
fasting, the Daniel Fast, seasonal meals, gardening, cooking to save money, cooking in support of a
charity such as a soup kitchen, cooking and preparing good meals for home or church potluck,
hospitality, the feasts, traditional meals, regional meals, the Levitical diet (such as the diet Christ
followed) or even the pros and cons of Kosher. Diet, exercise, and healthy lifestyle initiatives with a
theme or a twist are favored.
Books published under House of Bread Books™ imprint must demonstrate an intention to have an
impact on secular culture. Examples are Real Food for Rookies by Kelly Moeggenborg (aka Kelly the
KitchenKop), Sex Soup and Two-Fisted Eating—Hilarious Weight Loss for Wives by Katie Robles as well as
the sequel, or any of Hallee Bridgeman's Parody Cookbooks.

FICTION
Fiction is published by three imprints. NOTE: We do not accept Western (Antebellum pastorals, Trail,
Pioneer, Immigrant, etc.) or Amish (cloistered communities of any type). We do not accept Children's
Books or proposals for Full COLOR printed books.
SPECIAL INTEREST IN: series or collections of three or more novels or novellas. Collaborative themed
collections or multi-author collections or series.

Olivia Kimbrell Press™ fiction has a primary focus on "Roman
Road" small group guides or readers' guides to accompany
realistic fictional stories of suspense, intrigue, or family sagas
with an inspirational or romantic theme.
For Olivia Kimbrell Press™ accepted genres are romance/suspense/thriller/mystery/military. We seek
Christian contemporary and Christian historical (WWII to the present) works, especially if they are a
series or collection of three or more novels or novellas.
Examples are the Jewels Series, the Song of Suspense Series, the Virtues and Valor series all by Hallee
Bridgeman, The Wounded Warrior's Wife or Wedding a Warrior by Hannah Conway, any of the
Crossroads Collections by Amanda Tru et al.
Sign of the Whale Books™ is an imprint specializing in Biblical
and/or Christian fiction primarily with speculative fiction, science
fiction, fantasy, or other futuristic and/or supernatural themes. We
will entertain time-travel or fantasy themes that point to Christ.
Examples are the Yesterday Series by Amanda Tru or the Jael of
Rogan novels by Betty Thomason Owens.
CAVÉ Books™ is an imprint specializing in Biblical and/or Christian
fiction primarily set immediately before or during the life of Christ
or in the first century during the rapid spread of the Gospel.
Examples are the Love and Warfare series by Anne G. Evans and
the upcoming Tale of the Clans series by M.N. Stroh.

